Abstract
The continues controversy about the fairness on peer assessment. However, in MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) environment, a huge amount of assignment had to use in peer assessment. According to the previous research, constructing a rubrics could help learners understand the evaluation criteria and improve the fairness issue. However, the literature of rubrics which was applied on MOOCs is rare, especially the issue on the curriculum of design types. Therefore, this research aims to construct a rubric, which is suitable for peer assessment in animation with online course. The purpose of evaluating the students’ scoring performance after using this rubrics is to help learners to understand the assignment scoring standards and improve the fairness problem.

Data collection approaches mainly include questionnaires and interviews. Participants were learners of elective “2D Animation Production.” The questionnaires and peer assessment scores were collected respectively utilizes SPSS statistical software to test the proposed hypotheses of this project, the method includes independent-sample T-Test and Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. The study found that the perception of this course using rubrics in peer assessment relevant is positive, and the statistic results of the five assignments show that the scores of experts are highly related to peer assessment. That displaying scores of experts and peer are tending to identical. The rubrics improves the fairness problem and allows learners to make a self-examination by each item of rubrics.
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Introduction

With the rise of MOOCs, many lecture programs are now shared on the internet and expand learner from hundreds to millions then lead to global impact. Facing this amount of students, grading becomes a heavy load for teachers. Though many lectures now choose peer assessment for calculation (Koller · 2012), fairness has ceased to be the biggest problem (Cheng & Warren, 1997). While there is no standard and fix answer for design works, reasons like uncertainty, subjectivity, and lack of professional knowledge will affect the fairness and quality of evaluation (Topping,1998). Peer assessment must face this problem and solve it.

Peer assessment is massively used on various fields and with outstanding effect but there are studies show setting up clear standard should improve the fairness in grading system (Wang & Yang, 2015). Many lectures now use “rubrics” for grading includes Language curriculum, Literature, Mathematics, Music, Performance Art, Visual Art, etc (Orsmond, Merry & Reiling, 2000; Wolf & Stevens, 2007). As rubrics mainly used in traditional classroom, study shows that it can also be used on online animation lecture. Therefore, this research aim to establish a rubrics for online animation lecture then evaluate the grading result of students, below are the two questions for this research:

1) The participants’ satisfaction about rubrics of peer assessment.
2) The relation between peer assessment using rubrics and teachers’ grading.

Literature Review

Peer assessment

Peer assessment is a new grading system develop from multiple assessment and by the definition of Falchikov (1995), peer assessment is a process of group giving score to individuals. Participants will be able to raise thought and doubt to each other while their ability of self reflection is being trained. There are four advantages of peer assessment which includes, (1) improve student’s reflection ability, (2) increase learning motivation, (3) encourage self learning and (4) train to accept criticism and four disadvantages, (1) high anxiety in learning process, (2) failure in fulfilling grading duty, (3) reluctant to grade in order to maintain harmony in peer and (4) lack of professional knowledge (Sluijsmans & Moerkerke, 1998; Lin & Liu, 2000; Topping, 1998; Bhalerao & Ward, 2001).

While peer assessment system exist before the popularity of internet, there has been a great deal of related research (Topping, 1998; Searby & Ewers, 1997; Brindley, Scoffield, 1998). In particular, Topping's (1998) literature review identified 109 peer assessment studies and found it is mainly used on Writing, Civil engineering, Electrical engineer, Information engineer, Mathematics, Society science, and so on which cover lot of different fields. Different from online’s grading system, the process of traditional’s is (1) teacher give out assignment, (2) student finish assignment, (3) turn in assignment, (4) first round of peer assessment, (5) adjust assignment and resubmit, (6) second round of peer assessment and (7) give out final score. As the stability of internet improves over decades, the combination of peer assessment and online learning help it to be multivariate (Rush, Sue et al., 2012; Vozniuk, Holzer & Gillet, 2014; Lai & Hwang, 2015), however, online peer assessment system has its time frame limitation and difficulty in controlling large scale of students. On the other hand, fairness is still an issue in many cases which rubrics
should solve (Kaufman & Schunn, 2011). Under the discussion of MOOCs as learning platform for 2D animation lecture of Wang & Yang (2015), the research result show student’ doubt toward the fairness of the system. One of the improvement actions is to use rubrics as grading standard. This method can significantly reduce unfair situation (Kaufman & Schunn, 2011; Reddy & Andrade, 2010). We can see the importance of a clear standard for peer assessment system.

Rubrics

Rubrics is a standard system for grading which not only has qualitative description list but quantization score to evaluate certain performance and assignment. The benefit of rubrics is the detailed description of every scoring rule that do not vary due to change of standard or subjectivity from different person or time. By understanding grading system, students can evaluate his/her performance by themselves. It is obvious that it is not easy to design a rubrics. First of all, one needs to understand the lecture requirement in order to establish clear standard. There are eight steps to construct the rubric (Hsu, 2009), including (1) take reference from other rubrics example then choose a suitable model from analytic rubrics or holistic rubrics, (2) set up clear definition for grading system, (3) detail description and subtitle, (4) establish three or four degree of grading level like need improvement, room to grow, excellent work, (5) define the scores for each level, (6) make sure the description is easy to understand, (7) constant check and discuss with peer and (8) communicate with students during class and make sure they understand this grading system. And this research focus on online lecture therefore is unable to discuss with student in class thus use only the first seven steps to establish the rubrics.

After construct a complete, however, whether it can improve the fairness issue when apply in class or not, is still debatable. Let us see below for details.

Sadler & Good (2006); Reddy & Andrade (2010) apply rubrics in lecture and it shows a positive impact on student’s learning attitude and professional skill while reducing fairness issue. Research from Andrade & Du (2005) also shows rubrics can help students to understand the focus of lecture, to divide project in parts and evaluate his/her work then leads to better learning and academic performance. While study from Alias & Salleh (2015) show rubrics and grading system fail to consistenc the score between students’ and teachers’. In conclusion, though using rubrics can set up clear standard, it can not guarantee the consistent result. Learning is a necessary step before using rubrics thus this research will focus on rubrics applying on online lecture and how students can learn to evaluate and grade assignment after times of grading.

In MOOCs environment, due to the large number of students, teachers are unable to finish assignment grading individually. Though many platforms have automatic grading system but as the focus of this research is art lecture, the result can not be standardized thus unfit for automatic grading system. The fairness issue has always exists in peer assessment system, but above of the literature shows the rubrics can make improvement. On the other hand, rubrics mainly apply on traditional classroom and there is little study on its application on online lecture. Based on the above descriptions, this research will target at online animation lecture with peer assessment using rubrics then observe participants’ perception in online lecture environment and collect their performance by questionnaires.
Methodology

This research observes 2D Animation Production-2015 Fall Courses on ShareCourse (http://www.sharecourse.net) learning platform which take ten weeks and used rubrics designed by this research as peer assessment tool. The data collect method based mainly on grading result, questionnaires and interview then analysis on the data.

The research subject has to fulfill two conditions, (1) sign up for 2D Animation Production-2015 Fall Courses and (2) finish courses and participants of the peer assessment. The questionnaire will release after ten weeks courses and put on online platform Wenjuan (https://www.wenjuan.com). The data were collected from Nov. 18th 2015 to Nov. 30th 2015, total twelve days for volunteers. Nineteen questionnaires turned in at the end including seventeen female and two male participants with average age of twenty-two. In addition, we have invited three experts with more than ten years professional experience to grade the assignments as comparison data to peer assessment result. Table 1 is the brief description on three experts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Brief Description on Three Experts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiment Design

2D Animation Production-2015 Fall Courses will turn in assignments practice on week 3, week 5 and week 7 and final project assignment on week 8 and 10. Each student is required to upload it to learning platform and use rubrics to do peer assessment within a week. Total scores will be 100. Four assignments grading is needed on each peer assessment for each student. First student interview place after week 7 on assignment practice to understand the difficulty in process. We thought regarding actual usage then adjust before week 8 and 10’s assignment grading. Second interview done after the 5th peer assessment in order to understand participants’ perception, problems encountered when using rubrics and their opinion. All the content will be used to improve rubrics application on 2D animation on online courses.

Questionnaires

Peer assessment questionnaires take reference from scholar Liu, S. Y. (2003) and Wang & Yang (2015) which has a considerable validity and reliability then modified to questionnaire on “Questionnaire of participants’ opinions on Online Peer assessment” for this research. It contains three parts, below is detailed description:

1. Acceptance: understand participants’ preference and acceptance toward online peer assessment system, eight questions in total.
2. Fairness: understand whether students can be genuine and fair during grading process, ten questions in total.
3. Learning Performance: understand participants’ learning experience and performance by self evaluation based on peer assessment system, six questions in total.
This questionnaire is the seven point Likert scale.

**Interview**

After three peer assessment on assignment practices will perform the first interview on three random students. The interview is based on two questions aim to understand student’s usage on rubrics and take ten minutes in total. After 10th week’s courses, second interview will choose five students randomly and ask five questions which take ten to fifteen minutes in order to understand the actual experience and motivation in using rubrics. Consent will be acquired before interview to voice record as research data.

**Rubrics**

This research will set up three rubrics for different type of assignment using Microsoft® Excel. Grading a animation assignment for this course has to based on below four aspects, proposal design, action design, visual art and character design (Chen, 2011). Each assignment choose suitable aspects for three different rubrics on practice assignment, proposal assignment and animation project.

The content is to do basic practice assignment on provided script thus the first version of rubrics choose action design, visual art and character design as grading aspects. This version does not have level differences of each item, the score is fixed. Each standard item has a checking point, the score will be generated based on clicked items on Microsoft® Excel. While students might not have the professional knowledge for grading, we set up clear items for them to click on which lead to automatic generation of score. Make the grading become very easy. On the interview after three assignment practices, student feedback on the inflexibility and tendency to miss click on items causing failure in score calculation. So adjustment is made based on above feedbacks.

The second version perform on two project assignments including proposal assignment and animation project two rubrics (see Fig. 1). Second version change the single column into five scale so the student can choose from 0 to 4. On the other hand, checking area is added to prevent any mis-clicking issue which will first appear X sign and turn O sign if every column is check correctly. X sign will appear in two cases, one is mis-click, the other is double click on same item. The rubrics is ready is checking area all show O sign. This version is not only more detailed but user-friendly. Both of them has automatic counting system to prevent potential error in calculation. Items chose for proposal assignment and animation project are proposal design, action design, visual art, character design. The proposal assignment and animation project require students to execute all the knowledge from course and reflect the idea, concept and elements of making thus need four items to grade a animation assignment thoroughly.
Figure 1: Rubrics for Project Assignment.

Results

The data collection of this research is based on questionnaire and interview then analyze by SPSS18 software tool, independent sample t-test and Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. The results of the study are presented as follows.

Result of Questionnaire

First of all, we intend to know whether student can understand the rubrics and follow its rule provided by online courses. The rubrics for this course’s peer assessment is easy to understand and follow (average 5.36); full scores is 7, 74% students agree on the fact that the rubrics is user friendly. At the same time, we need to know if four assignments at a time is appropriate; I think four assignments for peer assessment on this course is appropriate (average 5.26). The result show 79% students think four
assignments is appropriate. After interview, students state that using rubrics help them understand the standard on peer assessment and how their score come from. Other students express their difficulty in grading five assignments which is very time consuming and advice decrease the number down to three or four. After researcher change the number into four, it become acceptable for students.

Regarding fairness issue, we would like to understand the attitude hold by students when they are giving out score. I was careful and concentrate when grading others assignment (average 5.47), 68% students think they are dedicated in grading process. But from another perspective, though 63% students think they pay full attention to assignment grading, there are almost 20% students think their own assignment is graded by careless grader. I think other classmates give grade my assignment carefully (average 4.78). After the interview, students thinks using rubrics can help them grade accurately and rubrics for project assignment is more fair than assignment practice. Grade by different level is more flexible than click on checking columns. There are students think as detailed as the rubrics is, he/she can not fully understand each items which cause uncertainty in grading process. Online instructional video is advised to help explain the content, advantage and disadvantage on example assignment thus students can have clear idea toward grading process.

Regarding self evaluation on learning effect, we want to find out whether student can have deep understand on lecture by peer assessment. Through online grading system, I have better understanding of courses focus (average 5.31). The result show 74% students agree. After peer assessment, will students learn their own advantage and disadvantage? As I finish peer assessment, I have better understanding on my assignment’s advantage and disadvantages (average 5.31), 79% students agree. Furthermore, we want to know whether students will have extra related knowledge aside from lecture. I have extra related knowledge by joining online peer assessment (average 5.31) it show 74% agree on this. From the result of interview, we understand most students’ motivation of joining peer assessment is to view others work and see if they are falling behind or ahead as well as the advantages and disadvantages of others. Other than that, students can understand the focus of making an animation from grading standard to better themselves. There are students, however, hope to get advice from different respective. While teacher's professional ability is not the same as the participant, it will be better to have advice from teachers.

**Comparison between the scores from experts and peer assessment**

We want to know if there are any differences between two teams thus we use independent sample *t*-test for analysis. Table 2 is the *t*-test result from five assignments’ peer assessment and expert grading.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Brief Description of t-Test on Five Assignments’ Peer Assessment and Expert Grading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice Assignment 1</td>
<td>Peer Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert Grading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice Assignment 2</td>
<td>Peer Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert Grading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice Assignment 3</td>
<td>Peer Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert Grading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposal Assignment</td>
<td>Peer Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert Grading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animation Project</td>
<td>Peer Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert Grading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*. \( p<0.05 \)

Learning from Table 2, the first assignment reach significantly high (\( p<0.05 \)) which means great difference between average grade given by experts and students. From average scores and standard deviation, there is also great difference between the first and second assignment. Coming to the fourth assignment (proposal assignment), average scores and standard deviation of grading from peer and experts start to be close. Take a further step to evaluate the consistency from the two by Table 3 Spearman's rank correlation coefficient of five times grading result of peer assessment and expert’s grading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Brief Description of Spearman on Participants’ Peer Assessment and Expert Grading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Assessment 1</td>
<td>.792**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Assessment 2</td>
<td>.672**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Assessment 3</td>
<td>.688**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Assessment 4</td>
<td>.823**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Assessment 5</td>
<td>.234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. \( p<0.01 \)

We can see from Table 3, all five assignments reach high level (\( p<0.05 \)) while the forth assignment reaches (\( p=.988** \)) which show the highest consistency and the other three as well. Though the first and second has high consistency, it start to rise at the third assignment. Starting to use the second rubrics from the forth assignment(project assignment one), it rise even higher.

**Discussion**

The result we can understand there is positive reaction toward applying rubrics on online animation peer assessment system which corresponds to Reddy & Andrade(2010). Students not only establish clear concept of grading but deeper understand toward course and assignment by using rubrics. However, the amount of assignments needed to grade requires extra precaution. Though using rubrics improve
the fairness issue, it add up loading too which lead to carelessness and impatient at grading then the fairness issue become even worse. This research start with five assignment to grade, the first two was normal and begin from the third, student start to complain. As the assignments needed grading change to four on the fourth assignment, the acceptance rise again. Thus, this research believe four assignments seems to be reasonable for online animation courses.

On the other hand, statistic show the first assignment reach significantly high ($p<.05$) which means great difference between average grade given by experts and students while the other four are insignificant. The result of Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, five assignments all reach average and has high correlation. Started from the third assignment, the correlation begin to rise. And from average and standard deviation, the differences decrease and get closer to expert grading which also show peer assessment is consistent with expert’s. There is a descend of correlation on fifth assignment, however, due to the project assignment requires professional knowledge. Though using, rubrics, it still needs more training with grading and experience to reach better effect. In fact, below three prospects affect the accuracy as well, (1) knowledge and experience of students, (2) the difficulty of assignment and (3) training on grading.

Based on above analysis, having rubrics is not enough. Though clear and detailed standard can provide reference for student in grading process but incomplete understanding of grading item could mislead them to failure and incorrect grading. Thus explanation online instructional video is advised to provide detailed description on each grading item’s meaning in order to reach a accurate grading.

**Conclusion**

Participants use rubrics in peer assessment system with this course and this research rubrics is suitable for online animation courses, below are three contributions of this research:

(1) Make the peer assessment system to be easier and more accurate to use. The rubrics not only assist participants deepen the understanding of assignment and course, it also take away loading from teachers.

(2) Through rubrics and weeks of grading training, the score of peer assessment start to have high correlation with expert’s which suggest a good rubrics can help to improve fairness issue.

(3) Rubrics of this research is fit for art design course and provide to future courses’ usage and reference. User is free to alter the grading item and content based on the course.

The result of the research show, the amount of grading assignments will affect fairness with the using of rubrics in peer assessment system. This research believe the acceptable amount should be four assignments. Moreover, prepare rubrics beforehand can help students to better understand rubrics and grade more accurately.
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